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Negus the name given to any mixture of wine and
water and said to have been named after Colonel
Frracia Negus about 1714 Jhe sovereign of
Abyssinia ib styled the Negus
Nekton term used to differentiate actively
swimming aquatic organisms (e g fishea) from
the drifters or plankton
Nelson Column in Trafalgar Square London
designed by Mr William Eailton tv-is chosen
from among a number of designs—temples
obelislis and various sculptural groups—suit
in as a result of a competition held m 1839 The
erection of the column vas begun in 1840
Twenty sis years later the lions designed by
Landseer were set up it the foot of the com
pleted column The statue of Ne^on himself
was made by E H Bailey and the bronze
reliefs at the base executed by Carew Wood
ingfcon Ternouth and Watson representing the
Battles of the Nile St Vincent Copenhagen
and Trafalgar He'ghfc 170 ft executed in
Portland stone instead of granite as originally
planned at a cost of £46 000
fcene or Hawaiian Goose At the Severn "Wild
fowl Trust at Slimbndge Mr Peter Scott has
saved this bird from extinction
JTeo Classical School oJ Art, a French school of
pain ing and sculpture belonging to the late
18th and early 19th cent and founded by
Jacques David the Academician republican
and later admirer of Bonaparte His classicism
probably arose from his republican sympathies
which caused him to paint such works as the
Oath of the Horcfii (Louvre) drawing analogie.,
between revolutionary Trance and Pome
Because of these views he revolted against the
romantic and sensual art of Watteatt and Greuze
and equally against the realism of Chardin
Among his many famous pupils was Ingres
. who later assumed leadership of the school
Neodymium an element belonging to the rare earth
metal group Discovered by Welsbach in 1885
Neo-Impressionism a development of Im
pressiomsm (q v ) by Seurat and Signac during
the 18803 who devised the method of painting
known as poirMhsm (the application of pure
colours in minute touches to form a com
posite whole based on a knowledge of the laws
of colour and optics) One of the best known
examples of this technique is Seurat s Sunday
ASternoon on ihe Grand Jatte
Neon inert gas present in air to the extent of
about 1 part in 65 000 The crimson glow
produced when an electric discharge passes
through the gas is familiar in advertising signs
Neoprene generic name for a class of synthetic
rubbers made from acetylene
Nepotism, the bestowal of patronage by reason of
relationship rather than of merit It had its
origin m the custom of certain Popes to enrich
their families out of the offices of the Church
Neptune Apart from Pluto this is the most
distant of the planets estimated to be about
2 793 million miles from the sun and taking
about 165 years to revolve around it dib
covered by the German astronomer Qalle on
Sept 23 1846 after its existence had been
predicted by Leverner and Adams.
Neptunium element 93 one of the four new
elements discovered during the progress of the
atomic bomb project in the second world war
Neptunium is formed when a neutron enters a
nucleus of Uranium 238 and it decays radio
actively to yield Plutonium.
Neutrino a neutral particle which carries energy
and spin and although possessing little or no
mass plays an important part in the interaction
of other fundamental particles The discovery
that there are in fact two distinct neutrinos
each with its counterpart was discovered in
1962 as a result of an experiment made with
the 30 000 million electronvolt proton accelera
tor at Brookhaven See B14
Neutron a neutral particle present in all atomic
nuclei except the hydrogen nucleus which is a
single proton. In the development of nuclear
science and technology the neutron has played
a most important role and neutrons produce the
radioisotopes now widely used in medicine
agriculture and industry Neutrons, and pro
tons are termed nucleons See HO 14.
New Deal The measures taken by President
Eoosevelt In U S A in 1983 to overcome the
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great economic crisis which broke out at the
end of 1929 and to restore the social security
threatened by it The measures were drawn
up by a group of experts called a Brains Trust
and they provided for recovery by a programme
of public works including large scale con
stiuction of houses and large scale assistance
to farmers Loans were granted and authon
ties formed to stimulate activities -which
reduced the workless from 17 millions to be
tween 7 and 10 millions Unemployment relief
was regulated and enlarged and social in
surance (which for decades had been a subject of
dispute being he'd to be contrary to Amerran
principles of self help) was introduced Many
of the changes have become a permanent part
of American legislation though some lairs "were
repealed by the U S Supreme Court as being
unconstitutional
Hewgate Prison now pulled down and replaced
by the Central Criminal Court opened in 1C07
was situated near the point where once stood on e
of the old London city gates There is a record
of a prison upon this spot hi the 13th cent
Lnter a new one was built by the executors of
Bichird \Vhitfcmgton, but this was destroyed
by the Great Fire in 1666 Still another new
prison on this site was erected between 177S
and 1780 In the Gordon Biota of the latter
year it was destroyed by fire and re erected It
was not used as a prison after 1880
News Letters were an early form of newspaper
popular In the tune of Chirles n They con
stated of items of news and gossip collected at
the various coffee houses and other places or
public resort Thev often included blank pases
on which readers wrote their private letters
Newspapers The first news books to be published
at regular Intervals in Britain appeared in 1662
with news of what was going on abroad trans
lated from German and Italian news sheets
Licence to print was obtained from tie Star
Chamber, which until its abolition in 1641 al
lowed only the pr_nting of foreign news With
the lifting of the ban on domestic news the Press
became free In the reign of Queen Anne
English newspapers employed writers of great
intellectual power and versatility Despite the
newspaper tax introduced in 1712 the number
of newspapers published in London in 1776 had
increased to 53 though the standard of writing
was below thai of earlier tunes The develop
ment of the Press was greatly assisted ra the
19th cent by the abolition of the taxes on
knowledge by ohe introduction of the cheap
postal system and by improvements in print
ing distribution, collection of news and
advertising The London Gazette founded in
1665 (and still appearing twice weekly as the
official organ of the Government) is the oldest
newspaper living The Times taown through
out the world began as the Daily Umversal
Register in 1785 and adopted its present title
in 1788 The Manchester Guardian (renamed
Guardian In 1969) once a provincial but now a
national newspaper with a world wide repttta
tion began as a weekly in 1821 and became
a daily in 1855 The Scotsman founded as a
weekly mi 1817 and established as a daily in
1855 and the Gtasgmo Herald which began as
the Cfbtsgcno Advertiser m 1783 are the leading
Scottish newspapers The London Press
which is national publishes 10 daily 2 evening
and 7 Sunday newspapers.
Newt amphibians of lizard shape and mottled
markings There are three British species, the
largest being the Great Crested Newt (Tnfaan s
cnstatw) which attains a length of 6 in
Newton, the unit offeree in the SI system of units
Under its influence a body with a mass of 1
kilogramme will accelerate it a rate of 1 metre
per second each second
Newton's Kings. Concentric circular nogs, due
to the phenomenon of interference which axe
seen around the point of contact of a slightly
convex lens -with a flat plate of glass.
New Towns The new towns m Britain estab
liabed under New Town Acts 194ft 1956 and
1965 with dates of designation are Basfldon
(1949) Bradknell (1949) Corby (i860) Cmwley
(1947)	Cwmbran (1949) East KffiwHe (1947)
Glenrothes  (1948)   Barlow 0.947)   Hatfield
(1948)	Kernel  Hempstead  (1947)   Newton

